
GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY BRIBES AND
AIDS BUSH IN GOLD SWINDLES, Part One

by Sherman H. Skolnick

More than three hundred reportedly authentic secret Federal Reserve wire transfer
records show how the Chairman of America's private central bank has apparently bribed
and aided in corrupt deeds George Herbert Walker Bush and his family, all over a period
of time. Later, Greenspan reportedly jointly with Bush and a swarm of major financial
entities, derived a horrific benefit in a major gold swindle.

In clandestine meetings, over a period of months, the reportedly genuine documents
were turned over to our research and investigation group by government officials clearly
in an inside position to possess and confirm such data.

A conversation at one such meeting, "Tell Sherman, if you or he ever reveals our
identity, we are all dead, everyone one of us. Also in jeopardy of life and limb would be
more than eight others in key government and financial positions." Some of the records
purport to have the wire transfer signature of A. Greenspan whose term as Commissar
of the Federal Reserve was renewed in the new century. Because he is like a corrupt
Soviet dictator, answerable to no one, we coined the term, "Alan Redspan".

The document delivery team were assured of confidentiality by our past record. As the
founder/chairman of our group, Citizen's Committee to Clean Up the Courts, since 1963,
I have been imprisoned some eight times in four decades, not for committing crimes, but
for so-called "contempt of court", for refusing to reveal the identity of long-reliable
sources of high-level corruption data turned over to us on the sly. Our sources, cross-
checked with others, and backed up by over one million documents already in our
possession, have enabled us, over a period of decades, to set off, what some describe,
as the biggest judicial bribery scandals in U.S. history.

Briefly stated, this includes the downfall we caused in 1969, of Illinois' highest tribunal,
the Illinois Supreme Court, with half the high court being put to the wall. In the 1970s,
our work led to the jailing for bribery of the highest level sitting federal judge in U.S.
history, a federal appeals judge in Chicago who had also been former State Governor
and his aide, former head of the Illinois Department of Revenue, the tax collectors. 7th
Circuit Federal Appeals Judge Otto Kerner, Jr., went on all the media and said "Skolnick
is a liar". Kerner died an ex-convict, convicted as I accused him to his face, as is our
long-time policy. From 1983 to 1993, our work set off a series of scandals, by which 20
local judges and 40 lawyers were sent to prison for bribery, including the Chief Judge of
the Traffic Court, who in a taped interview said, "Mr. Skolnick, you are imagining things,
there is no corruption in this courthouse."

The Federal Reserve wire transfer data, which is also corroborated by matters already in
our possession, among other things, confirms the following:

[1] That George Herbert Walker Bush, starting back at the time he was Vice President
and continuing long thereafter, reportedly corruptly benefitted from Billions and Billions



of dollars transferred at the behest, of among others, Alan Greenspan, to private
corporations worldwide, in which the Elder Bush apparently has a beneficial interest,
and/or is a major stock or bond holder, and/or is a kingpin therein, in other capacities.
Included are enterprises in Saudi Arabia, North Korea, Hong Kong, Denmark, England,
Red China, Taiwan, Japan, and Germany, among others. Some of the purported secret
wire transfers of massive amounts were jointly for the Elder Bush and his brother
Prescott, a financial broker in New England. According to published accounts, Prescott
Bush arranged vast, unsavory deals with the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza, as well as
dictator-types in Red China including reportedly with the top officials of the Red Chinese
Secret Police [who also operate greatly in North America].

[2] Holding as well a large beneficial interest, and/or as major stock or bond holder in
those accounts has been Jackson Stephens, the Little Rock-based bond broker, largest
such operation outside of Wall Street. Stephens, tied reportedly to the ethnic Chinese
gangsters like the Riady family interwoven with Clinton and Ollie North and the dope
traffic, has been a major backer of Sludge Willie. The nefarious worldwide reputed
corrupt deals of the Stephens family have been covered up by Alan Redspan and what
some call the highly secretive, conspiratorial Federal Reserve.

[3] Some of the firms and enterprises to which the massive wire transfer assets were
sent, are reportedly CIA proprietary operations set up by Bush as the head and former
head of America's secret political police. [Now a Chicago-based bankruptcy expert,
William A. Brandt, Jr., has been a worldwide expert in quietly terminating CIA
proprietaries once their espionage function is completed, as shown by documents
released under Freedom of Information by the U.S. Justice Department. Brandt's
activities overlapped those of the Elder Bush.]

[4] Some of the billions and billions of dollars of reputed wire transfers went for the
beneficial interest of the Elder Bush, and his son Neil, an official of a CIA proprietary,
disguised as Denver-based Silverado Savings & Loan Association. The S & L went
under and Neil Bush should have been sent to prison for causing the downfall by
reportedly misusing large amounts of federal-insured thrift agency funds. On the other
hand, as accused in stories in the press in Spain, the Elder Bush and his sons George
W. Bush [Texas Governor] and Jeb Bush [Florida] Governor and Jeb's wife, a native of
Columbia, are reportedly incriminated through huge money laundering of dope proceeds
through banks owned by criminals in Spain. Dope proceeds reportedly from Columbia,
Morocco, Portugal, and Italy. We publicized the quiet arrest in Chicago in January, 2000,
of the reputed Bush family cocaine bank money laundry wizard, Giorgio Pelossi, a
prominent Swiss accountant. Visit our website: http://www.skolnicksreport.com for the
details.

The Elder Bush has been with the CIA since at least 1959, when he helped set up
Zapata Petroleum Co., later called Zapata Offshore, with upwards of 600 branches
worldwide in international hotspots for the reported purpose of gathering intelligence for
the spy agency. Some news sources have contended that Zapata's offshore drilling rigs,
located beyond the U.S. jurisdiction limit, are reported centers for transferring large
quantities of illicit drugs and other contraband.



[5]Some of the reportedly huge secret wire transfers were for, or with the Elder Bush
jointly with the Queen of England, through her accounts in the British Monarchy's Coutts
Bank, London. The secret account numbers are contained in some of the more than 300
apparently authentic Federal Reserve wire transfer records. The British Monarchy has
long been accused as being worldwide kingpins in the narcotics traffic, going back 150
years starting with the Opium Wars in China.

[6] Others of the more than 300 documents, relate to a situation started in the 1970s,
when the Elder Bush arranged to overthrow the Iraqi government by political
assassination. Bush helped install Saddam Hussein. Others of those and other
documents relate to the decade, 1980 to 1990, when the Elder Bush was a secret
private business partner of Saddam Hussein in extorting billions of dollars per year from
the weak sheikdoms in the Persian Gulf---oil industry kick-backs, to supposedly assure
security. A little-known Federal lawsuit in Chicago dealt with the secret partner of
Saddam Hussein, namely George Herbert Walker Bush. I and my associates were the
only journalists attending the federal appeals court hearing. I later did an exclusive
group of interviews with the participants, confirming that Bush and Saddam were private
business partners in extortion of the sheikdoms. Only one populist paper dared publish
the details in 1991 of my interviews on the federal case.

In a typical sort of falling out of business partners, Bush suckered Saddam Hussein into
seizing a portion of Kuwait long challenged by Saddam as being a Iraqi province and
part of Saddam's oilfields. Bush used a top U.S. official to mislead Saddam into thinking
the U.S. would not intervene in this local quarrel with the former British colony. Bush was
the one, on behalf of U.S. oil drilling interests, that helped develop the Kuwaiti oilfields,
following the 1961 relinquishing of British sovereignty. In its simplest form, the 1990-91,
Persian Gulf conflict was a falling out of private business partners.

The result of this treachery? Great loss of life of ordinary soldiers. Upwards of 150
thousand young Iraqis died in the conflict, some buried alive by U.S. war bulldozers.
President Bush ordered U.S. warplanes to shoot in the back, the retreating Iraqi soldiers
proceeding under a white flag of surrender. It was the most horrendous murder of
surrendering troops in world history. The German massacre of some 80 U.S. troops
surrendering in World War 2 during the Battle of the Bulge, was a small matter by
comparison. [Our public access Cable TV Program in 1991 was about the only TV Show
in America that dared discuss this matter.]

Following the Persian Gulf War, some 15,000 U.S. troops died from the mysterious
malady, called Gulf War Syndrome, which the Pentagon denies is happening. Ex-GIs
continue to die from the strange ailments, and the total deaths and debilitating diseases
amount to more than 20 per cent as casualties of all the Americans serving in the
military in the Persian Gulf 1990-91, more than 100 thousand American soldiers as
casualties.

Having been apparently massively bribed and aided in corrupt deeds over a period of
years, the Elder Bush owed Alan Redspan and others important favors. Bush has been
a potentate in one form or another, with Canadian Barrick Gold. The Bank of England,
jointly with the Queen of England who reportedly shared accounts with the Elder Bush at



Coutts Bank, London, and three or more major financial entities, orchestrated a vicious
attack on gold in 1999. Together, they drove down the price of gold to about 252 dollars
per ounce, more than 30 dollars per ounce BELOW THE COST OF PRODUCTION of
the most efficient gold mines, such as in Canada.

Reportedly helping this unlawful attack on gold, gold mines, and gold mine workers,
forbidden by U.S. Anti-Trust Laws, have been the following among others:

===Goldman Sachs, one of the world's largest bond and gold trading houses. Cynics,
knowing these facts, call them "Goldman Sucks". Goldman Sachs has been so much
into short selling deals of gold, that in the October, 1999 gold crisis, they were reportedly
considering invoking the contract provision called "Force Majeure", used to avoid
complying with a contract because of wars, hurricanes, revolutions, and such. The
Federal Reserve has through various dirty tricks bailed out Goldman Sachs repeatedly.

===Bank of America, big in foreign exchange trading, called ForEx, [long ago called
Bank of Italy, in America] they were reportedly part of the "knock down the price of gold"
group.

===Bank of England, jointly with the Queen of England, offering for auction or sale gold
that neither one apparently really owns, but is actually a huge gold horde stolen upon
the downfall of the Soviet regime and whisked away to Dutch custody at a Swiss airport
for speedy transport wheresoever requested. Bank of America is owned jointly by the
Vatican, the Jesuits, and the Rothschilds. Joining them in recent years as major owners
have reportedly been the Japanese mafia, the Yakuza, big in the U.S. dope traffic, and
owning most every bank in California.

The purpose of the gold attack was to drive down the price of gold, among other things,
to help bail out six hedge funds that have been more than a trillion dollars underwater in
derivatives gambling, that is asset swaps. The bankrupt hedge funds, when gold is low-
priced, can obtain gold loans for as little as one per cent interest. Were the hedge funds
disaster scenario to be more public, it might set off a melt-down of the financial system
of the Western world.

Reportedly at the behest of Bush, Barrick became part of a complicated trick of forward
leasing of gold. A sort of short selling of gold. Thus sold short has been more than ten
thousand tons of gold, more than four years of total world gold production. Gold has
been called by some, "The Killer Yellow Metal", for the type of situations it can cause. In
February, 2000, Barrick, Bush, and the anti-gold gang, reportedly again sought to stop
the precious metal from going up to a more fair market price, such as 600 dollars per
ounce.

The disclosures of the reputed secret Federal Reserve wire transfer records could
torpedo the pirate ship of which Alan Redspan is a treasonous Captain joined by
reputed super-crook the Elder Bush and his family and others in their gang. All together,
they are part of the big gold swindle of the new century.



Click the links below to view a few samples of the more than three hundred apparently
authentic Federal Reserve secret wire transfer records that tend to incriminate Bush,
Redspan, the Queen of England, the Bank of England, and others.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY BRIBES AND
AIDS BUSH IN GOLD SWINDLES, Part Two

by Sherman H. Skolnick

Former President George Herbert Walker Bush and his three sons should be prosecuted
for reportedly massive money laundering from the dope traffic and other illicit doings
worldwide. Also, for bribery, and in the case of the Elder Bush, for treason. This is clear
from the more than 300 secret reputedly authentic documents consisting in part of the
following: [1] Federal Reserve bank wire transfer records showing massive amounts in
and out of accounts that are reportedly those of the Elder Bush, his sons, and/or in
which they have a beneficial interest and/or are the major owners of the entities
involved. Most have the secret authorizing code of Federal Reserve Chief
"A.Greenspan", who we call Alan Redspan, because he is like a corrupt Soviet
commissar, answerable to no one.

[2] Hand-written notes of a Senior U.S. government official in the Office of Internal
Affairs, U.S. Department of the Treasury. His notes with bank wire transfer codes lists 25
banks secretly transferring funds in and out of "Proteus/Potus", bureaucratic slang for
Vice President of the United States/President of the United States. As we began to show
in Part One of this story, and continuing now, Federal Reserve dictator Alan Redspan
with his secret authorizing codes shown, arranged and approved of the massive transfer
as a money laundry, of billions and billions of dollars to the Bush family as follows:

===to George Herbert Walker Bush, using the Spanish spelling he prefers as his first
name, as JORGE Bush. And to George W. Bush (Texas Governor), Jeb Bush (Florida
Governor, who has a wife from Columbia), and Neil Bush, once an official of the defunct-
by-fraud, Denver-based Silverado Savings Loan. Sent to and from Banco Exterior de
Espana, Malaga, Spain, for Pilgrim Investments, the reputed Bush money ship, with the
codes shown. That this was arranged reportedly through the reputed Bush family
cocaine bank money laundry wizard, Giorgio Pelossi, quietly arrested in Chicago,
January, 2000. For Pelossi details, visit our website: http://www.skolnicksreport.com

===the Elder Bush sharing proceeds of illicit transactions reportedly including dope
trafficking, with the Queen of England, through her identified accounts in the British
Monarchy-owned Coutts Bank, London. Remember or note if you did not already know:
the British Monarchy directly and through the Jardine Family as their agents and others,
have been kingpins in the dope trade since the Opium Wars in China, starting 150 years
ago and continuing. Financing it over the years in various forms reportedly has been the
enterprise owned jointly by the British Monarchy with remnants of the Chinese Royal
family, Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank, merged more recently with the Jacobs Family
owned Marine Midland Bank of Buffalo, New York and Chicago. [More on this later.]



===The Elder Bush, as a U.S. government official and afterward, to benefit him for
having done certain acts and doings as such, taking benefits and bribes reportedly from
the Emir of Kuwait, to start a war with Bush's disgruntled PRIVATE BUSINESS
PARTNER, Saddam Hussein, Iraqi strongman. Details of Bush as such partner for the
decade, 1980-1990, were part of the secret records fought over a Chicago branch of
Italy's largest bank, Banca Nazionale Delavoro, owned in part by the Pope. It was a
subject of an unpublicized federal suit in Chicago. Bush/Saddam extorted hundreds of
billions of dollars from the weak oil sheikdoms of the Persian Gulf for "protection", same
as mafia gangsters shaking someone down. I and my associates WERE THE ONLY
JOURNALISTS attending the hearing in the federal appeals court. After which, I
interviewed the participants, May, 1991, detailing the same on Radio Free America,
hosted by long-time broadcaster and journalist Tom Valentine. A transcript appeared
several times in the populist newspaper "Spotlight". Zero for the rest of the press who I
call the newsfakers.

Saddam Hussein was suckered by Bush using a top U.S. official, telling Saddam it is
purely a local matter of no interest to the U.S., for Iraq to seize a portion of Kuwait long-
claimed by Saddam as an Iraqi province and oilfield. For sending U.S. soldiers in harms
way and suffering post-war Persian Gulf Syndrome, the Emir of Kuwait reportedly bribed
Bush. The proceeds went, in part, to and through reputed Bush identified accounts in
Arab Bank Corporation, Monaco. Fifteen thousand U.S. military since 1991 have died of
the strange malady and eighty five thousand are either in dying condition or suffering
horrible debilities. In addition, Bush reportedly received from the Emir 15 million dollars
in gold. This is all forbidden by the U.S. Constitution, Article I, Section 9: "No title of
Nobility shall be granted by the United States; And no Person holding any Office of Profit
or Trust under them, shall, without the consent of the Congress, accept of any present,
Emolument, Office, of Title, of any kind whatever, FROM ANY KING, PRINCE, OR
FOREIGN STATE." (Emphasis added.) What Bush did is also in violation of federal
statute, as noted by the Senior Treasury official in his hand-written notations.

===The Queen of England and her control of British Counter-Intelligence, called MI-6,
bribed and benefitted Bush to arrange for MI-6 to spy and coerce U.S. citizens in the
United States and to destablize such persons, particularly the large Irish Catholic
populations of places like Chicago. [Chicago has a considerable number of Irish
Catholics who sympathize with the anti-British royality, anti-British, IRA.]

Further, Bush was bribed and benefitted to induce him to pursue a course detrimental to
the United States. Bush's reputed pirate operation, Pilgrim Investments, received many
billions of dollars through the Queen's accounts at her Coutts Bank, London. Bush's
reputed firm is linked to the Pilgrim Society, an offshoot of the Cecil Rhodes Trust,
formed from the South African gold and diamond mine cartel. The Rhodes Trust is
pledged to the treasonous purpose of overthrowing the U.S. government and restoring
British domination over the American continent by returning it to the status of puppet
colonies. The Rhodes Trust takes the position that those of Irish and German descent,



many Americans, are sub-human and are not entitled to occupy this land and have a
government called by them the "United States of America".

Great Britain has vowed to take back this Continent since at least the War of 1812 and
for that purpose has arranged the political assassination of two anti-British U.S.
Presidents, President James Garfield and President William McKinley.

William Rockefeller Clinton [that is what I call him for good reason mentioned elsewhere]
as a student attended Oxford on behalf of the Cecil Rhodes Trust and took a pledge to
support the same which calls for the collapse and overthrow of the U.S. Government.
Twice inaugurated as President, Clinton took an oath to support the U.S. Constitution.
How is this contradiction resolved? [U.S. Constitution, Article 2, Section 1.]

Visit the website: http://www.alfayed.com There you can consider the contentions of Al
Fayed that the husband of the Queen of England, Prince Phillip, arranged with M1-6 to
murder Al Fayed's son Dodi and his intended new wife, then pregnant with his child,
Princess Diana of Wales.

As shown by the reportedly authentic Federal Reserve bank wire transfer records,
hundreds of millions of dollars were sent through the Rockefeller's Chase Manhatten
Bank to Marine Midland Bank of Buffalo, New York, to credit to Bush's reputed accounts,
Pilgrim Investments, Inc. The Jacobs Family of Buffalo own Marine Midland Bank. They
also own Emprise Corp., a reputed mobster international enterprise dominating the food
and beverage and other concessions of many sports stadia and race-tracks in the U.S.
and elsewhere. Later, because of the smelly links becoming public, the name was
changed to Sportsystems, Inc. By the way, they reportedly made Buffalo-resident O.J.
Simpson into a sports celebrity. [The Norby Walters case, 1988-89, in Chicago's federal
district court dealt with sports celebrities having many times mafia sports agents, without
which they would go nowhere. OJ's Buffalo business partner, in the major cocaine
traffic, was murdered during OJ's first trial in 1995, according to a major Buffalo
newspaper.]

Emprise Corp., in turn has been a major stockholder of Chicago-based Bally
Manufacturing Company that has been the largest manufacturer of pinball and slot
machines used in gambling casinos, too often under criminal domination. Published
accounts link Emprise to Cosa Nostra families in at least two cities. In 1976, well-known
Arizona reporter, Don Bolles, was investigating Emprise and intending to write about
them. He was murdered by a car bombing, his last words included the word "Emprise".

The reported mobster details of the Jacobs Family and their Emprise Corporation and
Sportsystems are in a long series of press reports. Such as: Chicago Sun-Times,
9/16/71, 11/28/72, 5/15/72, 1/16/72. Chicago Daily News [now defunct] 4/28/72, in their
issue 4/24/72 it was said, after describing them as a mob-linked concession company,
"The company, Emprise Corp., of Buffalo, N.Y., has made millions of dollars in loans
available to major league baseball teams, race tracks and other sports enterprises. In



return, Emprise usually has received ironclad contracts--sometimes running more than
30 years--to provide food and beverages at sports events." Also, Chicago Tribune
3/4/75.

The Jacobs Family runs the dog racing tracks in Arkansas, popular there and has
contributed heavily to the "campaigns" of Bush family crony, William Rockefeller Clinton.

So, with his reputed criminal enterprises the Elder Bush was in safe hands running his
game, with the help of Alan Redspan, through Marine Midland Bank of Buffalo. In more
recent years, the Marine Midland Bank has merged with the British and Chinese royalty-
owned, Hong Kong & Shanghai Bank. One of those of Chinese royalty, now residing in
the Midwest, is the reputed North American chief of the Red Chinese Secret Police. He
has a direct link by FAX to the White House. When we fingered him in 1997, he
arranged with the FBI to block the website on which my story about him with his name,
address, and phone number was posted.

The reportedly authentic hand-written notes of the Senior Official of the U.S. Treasury
detailing and summarizing the numbers and accounts that go with some of the details
here, dealt with twenty five banks used by the Bush family, which tend to incriminate
them in reportedly illicit trafficking and bribery funds. The Bush Family reported
criminality overlaps that of William Rockefeller Clinton, a close family crony of the Elder
Bush, going back to the time Clinton was a college student in England and spied on the
Peace Movement in Europe under the auspices of the CIA Station Chief in London, as
arranged by the Elder Bush.

The Al Gore Campaign Committee reportedly paid upwards of one million dollars for a
fairly recent picture made undercover by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration[not
30 years ago]. It ostensibly shows George W. Bush[now Texas Governor] snorting
cocaine with Bill Clinton. In exclusive stories on my website, I have detailed several
attempts to assassinate Albert Gore, Jr. as Vice President. Is THAT what is deterring
Gore from using this reported picture to finger George W. Bush, as of this date, a
supposed political opponent? {Actually George W. is a Clinton crony.]

CBS Network apparently found out we were working on this several part story. Result:
recently CBS's "60 Minutes" Program put up a "straw man" to knock down, to divert
attention. "60 Minutes" referred to supposedly shocking allegations against former
President Bush. They were made by a team made up of Mark Phillips and his apparent
girl friend, Cathy O'Brien, in their book with a double-meaning title, "The Trance
Formation of America". She claims she was put into a trance and became a "sex slave"
by high government officials, including George Herbert Walker Bush.

Several years ago this couple were set to be guests on my public access Cable TV
Program cablecast within Chicago. Before coming here, Mark Phillips called me as the
producer/moderator of the show, and insisted on the following conditions: [1] all my
questions were to be put in writing and submitted to them in advance and [2] I was to



make a written, ironclad guarantee that I as the moderator would NOT ask them or her
any "negative questions". Having due regard for my integrity and being independent-
minded, I refused these outlandish conditions. So, to blunt OUR Bush criminality stories,
CBS ran this sex slave story to divert attention.

Click the links below to view a few samples of the reportedly authentic records we have,
some hand-written by a Senior Official of the U.S. Treasury, going over the numbers and
accounts of the Bush family apparent criminality using Alan Redspan's Federal Reserve
bank wire transfer notations as a summary.

More parts of this story are coming. Staytuned.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY AIDS AND BRIBES
GEORGE BUSH and FAMILY, Part Three

by Sherman H. Skolnick

A senior U.S. Treasury Department official, in the Office of Internal Affairs, in his own-
hand-writing, reportedly analyzed more than twenty five banks by which the Federal
Reserve participated in facilitating the bribery and corruption of former President George
Herbert Walker Bush and his three sons. The secret wire transfer records, some copies
of which are attached to Part One and Part Two of this series, show billions and billions
of dollars transferred to and from reported accounts of the Elder Bush and his sons.
Much of this directly authorized by the secret codes of Federal Reserve dictator Alan
Greenspan. Since he acts like a corrupt Soviet commissar, he is called by us ALAN
REDSPAN, acting as he is answerable to no one(except the nameless, faceless ruling
elite who own and operate America).

===to Neil Bush, who had been an official of the now defunct-by-fraud Silverado
Savings & Loan of Denver. Through corruption linked to the American CIA and a major
law firm in Chicago, Hopkins & Sutter, Neil Bush escaped being properly prosecuted on
federal criminal charges of causing the downfall of this federally-insured thrift acting
covertly for the espionage agency. Hopkins & Sutter in the early 1990s had been the
major outside counsel of the S & L bail-out agency, Resolution Trust Corporation, like
Silverado, also themselves out of existence. There is an overlap to the corruption of
Bush family crony, William Rockefeller Clinton. [More on this in a later part of this
series.]

===Jeb Bush (Governor of Florida) and his Colombia-born wife reportedly implicated in
massive dope trafficking and money laundering Colombian cocaine through reputed
Bush family accounts in Banco Exterior De Espana, Malaga, Spain. Ostensibly arranged
through Bush family cocaine money laundry wizard Giogrio Pelossi. For details, visit our
website: http://skolnicksreport.com ===George W. Bush (Governor of Texas) through
huge amounts in the Bush family reputed accounts, in and through NCNB of Texas,
Garland, Texas. See Parts One and Two of this series. And reportedly by and through
reputed Bush family accounts in Banco de Occidente, Panama City, Panama and Banco
de Panama, Panama City, Panama. To cover up such details, the Bush family had to



have Panama strongman, Manuel Noriega, grabbed by U.S. military in an invasion and
transported to Florida for supposed "trial". A corrupt federal judge kept all Bush family
corruption matters linked to Noriega and the American CIA OUT OF THE COURT
RECORD.

Who all are involved, and what is involved, in the massive river of clandestine and illicit
funds to and from the Elder Bush and his three sons? It falls mainly into these
categories:

[1] Super-courier of "dirty money", Vincent W. Foster, Jr., an espionage kingpin jointly
with Hillary Rodham Clinton and Webster Hubbell.

[2] The reported bribery of judges of the Texas Supreme Court to okay a TWELVE
BILLION DOLLAR lower court judgment in favor of the Elder Bush's firm, PENNZOIL,
against TEXACO, a major importer of oil from Iraq. Bush as well strong-armed the U.S.
Supreme Court judges in the Pennzoil-Texaco case. (More in a further part of this
series.)

[3] Reputed soybean speculator and money washer, Richard Dennis of Chicago, in
combination with Senator Fred Thompson (R., Tenn.) and major movie moguls and
sports celebrities. (More coming.)

[4] Extortion and kick-backs, extracted from the weak oil sheikdoms of the Persian Gulf,
done from the decade of 1980 to 1990, by the Elder Bush and his then private business
partner, Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi strongman. Transactions through the Chicago
branch of Italy's largest bank, Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, owned in part by the
Vatican. And arms deals for Saddam through BNL-Atlanta with the connivance of Bush
and Hillary Clinton. (More coming.)

[5] Political assassinations and other bloody dirty tricks by the Bush family and others,
through Bank of Credit and Commerce International, BCCI, and its alter ego and
successor, Pinnacle Banc Group, of the Chicago mafia enclave of Cicero jointly with the
head of the Vatican Bank. (More coming.)

[6] The Bush family and the Manuel Noriega Affair.(More coming.)

[7] The Red Chinese Secret Police, the Bush Family, Kenneth w. Starr, the Japanese
mafia (YAKUZA), and the Chicago markets. (More coming.)

THE VINCENT W. FOSTER, Jr.AFFAIR- Section One

The Clintons close crony, Vincent W. Foster, Jr., was being tracked as a possible
traitorous spy assisting Jonathan Pollard, long before Foster's short term position as
Deputy Counsel in the Clinton White House, a secret government report states.

The details are in a report put together by retired former intelligence agents and
submitted to their former superiors. When the higher ups wanted the matter covered up,



the team showed it to members of our group who took notes but were not permitted to
keep a copy.

Surveilled under orders of a clandestine court meeting in a sound-proof facility in the
District of Columbia area, Foster was shown to have coded Swiss and other accounts
ostensibly put there for him by Israeli intelligence, The Mossad [The Institute]. The
seldom-mentioned Court's authority stemmed from the 1978 law, under the Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Act. Usually, a federal judge from Chicago was one of those on
the court panel. Deposits at Foster's account at one bank on the Swiss-Italian border, at
Chiasso, Banca Della Svizzera Italiana--and accounts elsewhere--held at times two,
seven, and as much as ten million dollars between them, the report details. The deposits
were put there reportedly for Foster's co-operation with The Mossad. Foster may have
been blackmailed or tricked, however, by way of the purported existence of these
accounts, to supply top-most U.S. secrets to Israel and to work jointly with Jonathan
Pollard, now serving a life sentence for confessing to spying for Israel as to U.S. secrets
on the arming of Iraq by George Herbert Walker Bush and Caspar Weinberger. Foster,
the report states, worked jointly with the person using the pseudonym of "Robert
Maxwell", a high-level Mossad official posing as a U.S./British/European purported
business tycoon in the mass media and elsewhere. Maxwell mysteriously fell off his boat
to his death in the Atlantic late in 1991. His business empire, thereafter shown to be a
fraud, collapsed. Others may likewise be blackmailing Israel, the report shows.

The suppressed document goes on to detail that since the early 1980s, Foster held the
equivalent rank, as if he were a military general, in the super-duper civilian government
spying and code-cracking operation of the U.S., the National Security Agency. Foster
continued this work in the fews months that he was Deputy Counsel of the Clinton White
House. In the 1980s and thereafter, Foster, with the aid of the Elder Bush, ran a so-
called "Gold Bank" in the Caribbean, for supplying clandestine gold for use by spy
operatives, the report sets out.

For more than twelve years, Foster traveled widely for the NSA, sometimes on behalf of
reputed NSA proprietary, Systematics, then headquartered in Arkansas. Systematics
purported to be supplying bank computer software services. They actually apparently
were spying on banks worldwide, friend and foe alike, for NSA. Traveling for
NSA/Systematics hundreds of thousands of miles, Foster was the master-mind of an
NSA project that tracked Federal Reserve and private wire transfers between banks,
trillions of dollars per day. Foster acted jointly in the project with the aid of his two Rose
Law Firm partners, Hillary Rodham Clinton, and Webster Hubbell who had been Mayor
of Little Rock and once Acting Chief Judge of the Arkansas Supreme Court. Foster's
airline travel records, the report shows, were issued in his capacity as a "U.S.
Government Official".

Because of being the master inquisitor of this action, Foster never believed the project
and circumstances might someday find his own purported foreign coded accounts, or
that such accounts, if he did not already know the funds were parked there for him---that
such purported coded accounts could supposedly finger him as having violated
American espionage laws.



This trio---Foster, Hillary, Hubbell---and their project made use of computer software,
superior for money tracking, called PROMIS, stolen from its copyright-owner and
developer, INSLAW, Inc. High officials in the Reagan/Bush Administration, in fact, with
the particular aid of George Bush, reportedly stole the software and sold it to foreign
espionage agencies, supposedly for tracking political dissidents. The software actually
had a "trap door" for the American CIA and the NSA to spy on intelligence agencies,
friend and foe alike. The report contends that to successfully expose all this and Foster's
role might damage both the G.O.P and the Democrat Party.

A code-name-only Federal Agency commissioned the retired intelligence agents to put
together a report on Foster which was never supposed to be referred to publicly or see
the light of day. Not supposed to be de-classified for thirty years, the report contends
among events:

=== Foster, as spy chief, assisted Jonathan Pollard, a lower level analyst at the Office of
Naval Intelligence, ONI, to carry through security blocks, the equivalent of an entire
room full of the highest U.S. secrets on nuclear weapons, including tracking and
targetting details and satellite co-ordinating codes and data. [Some of these details in
binders were found in or near Foster's White House office after his death.] ===That
Foster assisted Pollard on behalf of then Vice President George Bush and then U.S.
Secretary of Defense Caspar Weinberger. And Foster caused others to assist Pollard
who did not himself have the authority to be carrying such secrets home with him. Both
Foster and Pollard were apparently paid for this: supposedly through the use of PROMIS
Software and other means, to supply Israel with such data long before Israel had
developed its own proficiency in the same field.

===In so doing, Foster purportedly enabled Israel to be perceived as a genuine nuclear
threat to the then Soviet Union.

===That the so-called "publisher" tycoon, using the fake name "Robert Maxwell",
assisted in these joint efforts. [When "Maxwell" died mysteriously, he was buried with top
honors as if he were the head of Israeli intelligence, The Mossad.]

===That Foster jointly with his NSA/Systematics partners, Hillary Rodham Clinton and
Webster Hubbell (who went on to become 3rd in command in the Clinton Justice
Department), supervised and strategized for the NSA purported proprietary, which, in
turn, made use of the reputedly stolen INSLAW software. [A Chicago-area attorney, a
close crony of Hillary's, John E. Gierum, of the suburb of Park Ridge, where she is from,
confessed to this writer, in the presence of a witness, that the Clinton White House was
trying to frame him on matters related to this. Gierum did not dispute the details of his
confession when we confronted him in the Federal District Court in Chicago, 1996-97.
The purpose of the intended "frame-up" was to silence Gierum.]

===That the Foster-Hillary-Hubbell trio aided the worldwide surveilliance on bank wire
transfers and transactions, through the INSLAW "trap door". Also spying on transactions
on an advance data basis, of stock, bond, commodities, and options trading and
brokering in the U.S. and elsewhere. This spying, the report states, benefitted certain
high-level persons in the U.S. and elsewhere, including George Herbert Walker Bush,



Caspar Weinberger, and others. Among the places used, the report contends, was a
highly secret, heavily secure operation on the 94th Floor of the World Trade Center in
New York City. That operation, the report asserts, may have been the target of the
bombing of that building in 1993 since the basement attack would cause noxious fumes
to gather on the upper floors. (One of the accused so-called "Arab terrorists" bombers
was actually close to Israeli intelligence, the report states.)

The document raises the issue that Israel and others may have had an interest to knock
out the 94th floor operation.

According to the report, a former high-level Mossad official, living in the Chicago-area,
co-ordinates some of the bank and brokerage spying, through a super-computer built
into his home. The retired intelligence agency team assert that he is a renegade now
working AGAINST The Mossad and is highly corrupt. His address and particulars were
made available by certain other sources for the purposes of targetting him for a so-called
Israeli revenge attack on his residence. By accident some years prior, this writer
interviewed that official when he supposedly was still an Israeli official.

The report goes on to contend that Hillary was more or less Foster's "lover" and had
knowledge of his purported coded secret accounts; that Hillary had what is known in law
as a beneficial interest in those accounts in Switzerland and elsewhere.

The report goes on to detail how Hillary and Foster were apparently able to black-mail
various members of the U.S. Congress and federal agencies. The report lists 240 top
U.S. Officials who took bribes or were black-mailed as if they did take the bribes, by way
of bribery funds parked in Swiss and other banks. A small group of former intelligence
operatives, very adept with super-computers, traced and determined these coded
accounts and through computer trickery, caused the accounts to be entirely withdrawn
and wiped out, and the deposits transferred. Over 3-1/2 million dollars of coded
accounts supposedly belonging to U.S. officials, were transferred to the U.S. Treasury
Holding Account---a device for seizing illicit foreign funds of U.S. citizens.

The report contends, however, that under disguise of being seized for the U.S. Treasury
Holding Account, that the funds were actually stolen by the computer wizards. Left
unanswered, the report asserts, is whether these accounts, including that supposedly of
Foster with Hillary's beneficial interest, ever went to the U.S. Treasury Holding Account
or actually to private accounts, including those of George Herbert Walker Bush and his
family, and certain renegade operations of the American CIA, French CIA, the Mossad,
British Counter-Intelligence, and others.

Shortly before his death, the report states, Foster was upset when informed by the First
Lady that Foster's purported coded accounts, supposedly from Israel, were found out
and seized; that Foster was about to be charged with treason against the U.S. based on
those purported accounts. Those about to charge Foster, the report states that Hillary
informed Foster, claimed he should have been sent to life in prison along with his
confederate Jonathan Pollard. Hillary is quoted in the report as informing Foster that she
thinks if he were to finger his accomplices in the Pollard treason, namely George Herbert



Walker Bush and Caspar Weinberger; that it would not constitute a practical criminal
defense in view of the influence of those two with the Courts.

The report raises the issue that Foster's brother-in-law, Beryl Anthony, former Arkansas
Congressman, might be implicated in the spying jointly through Anthony's boss, Jim
Thompson, former Illinois Governor and financed for high office by the Rockefeller
Family. Thompson has been chairman of the 400-member, Chicago-headquartered law
firm, with worldwide offices, Winston & Strawn, of which Anthony has been a key
member in their District of Columbia office.

The report makes the sinister point that Foster's death was "arranged" and "necessary"
for reasons of protecting the bank/brokerage/foreign intelligence agency spying project.
That Foster had to be "terminated" for "national security".

In the Second Section of Part Three: More about why and HOW Foster was murdered.
And the role of Redspan/Bush. Stay tuned.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY AIDS AND BRIBES
GEORGE BUSH and FAMILY, Part Four

by Sherman H. Skolnick

More about WHY and HOW Foster was Murdered and the Reputed Role of
Redspan/Bush. [Note: we decided to call this Part Four instead of Part Three, Section 2].

The suppressed report of the retired intelligence agents showed that Vincent W. Foster,
Jr., was a high-ranking official of the super-secret National Security Agency, NSA. There
was no actual title for him. In effect, however, Foster was the Chief of Bank spying,
operating jointly with Alan Greenspan, the bank dictator who is like a Soviet Commissar,
hence, called by us Alan REDSPAN.

As bank spy chief, Foster did this for some twelve years, purportedly as an
attorney/strategist for the apparent NSA proprietary, Systematics, headquartered
originally in Arkansas. His team included his reputed "lover", Hillary Rodham Clinton.
She certainly was clever and knew how to pose as one thing and be another. Her late
father reportedly was a mob "laundry man", washing illicit funds. A CIA "darling" from an
early age, Hillary went on to become by 1990 Board Chairman of a reputed CIA
proprietary conduit, New World Foundation, financing apparent CIA-paid agents-
provocateurs to discredit indigenous dissident movements. Publicly, some thought she
was a flaming liberal. Yet, she was for GOP 1964 presidential candidate Barry
Goldwater.

Foster's pal Hillary was in a position to understand criminality. Her family came
apparently from the Scranton, Pennsylvania area. Law enforcement personnel there
contend her family was reportedly linked to the Gambino crime family, New York and
Chicago and had mobster-linked cronies on the Chicago exchanges.



William Rockefeller Clinton, on the other hand, was tied to the Chicago mobsters and
their traditional mobster vacation site, Hot Springs, Arkansas, where his reputed mother
was a mob "party girl".[Documents of the alleged "Bill Clinton" and his early years have
been more or less destroyed. Visit our website for more details:
http://www.skolnicksreport.com.] In its simplest form, the Bill/Hillary couple was/is a CIA-
mobster marriage of convenience.

Of the trio, reportedly with Systematics, Foster was the traveler and super-courier. He
did a lot of the "leg work", worldwide. After his demise, requests under the Freedom of
Information Act, FOIA, caused disclosure of some 700 pages of documents as to
him/Systematics/NSA. Many of the records, however, were heavily blanked out, called in
FOIA parlance "redacted". While traveling, Foster had a more private mission. Hillary
had long apparently confided in him that some day she was going to have to divorce Bill.
So, among other things, like a typical unhappily married wife, Hillary wanted to know
where her husband parked the money. [Our court reform group has a number of
members who have been in divorce court. Finding their spouse's money is a key matter
for them.]

Foster found one of Bill's coded accounts in Switzerland: Ten million dollars, apparently
part of his cut from the CIA-dope trafficking through southern states jointly with Ollie
North and George Herbert Walker Bush. Account code name included "Chelsea
Jefferson", the daughter's first name and Bill's alleged middle name. Hillary reportedly
told Foster that if and when the marital battle begins, to put a "brick" on the Swiss and
other of Bill's secret coded accounts, EVEN THOUGH THE ELDER BUSH IS
INVOLVED, through a beneficial interest, and EVEN THOUGH THE WIRE AND OTHER
TRANSFERS WERE ARRANGED BY ALAN GREENSPAN. One of the accounts is
listed as bank account #18, on the hand-written list of a senior U.S. Treasury Official,
Office of Internal Affairs. [See Part Two of this series, and attached documents.] Some
of Bill's coded accounts were actually an overlap with the Elder Bush and Caspar
Weinberger. After Bush lost the 1992 election, he pardoned Weinberger from being
prosecuted by Independent Counsel Walsh to keep this concealed. These accounts
were arranged by former secret police chief Bush, Bill's CIA mentor.

So, in an expected marital battle, Foster was pledged to aid pal Hillary, even if it meant
wrecking and exposing her estranged husband's cronies, the Elder Bush and
Greenspan and Weinberger. A dangerous confluence of events, howsoever it were to
occur.

The Internal Affairs Office of the U.S. Treasury was reportedly well aware of this
criminality overlap. Could the American Republic survive a current President and former
President jointly prosecuted for high crimes and treason, an event caused by a new top
official in the White House named Foster? Realists thought, probably not.

A series of horrendous events led up to the death of Foster, in July, 1993. About a week
earlier was the downfall of the American CIA plot to topple Iraqi strongman Saddam
Hussein, by a CIA-paid-for coup by Iraqi military intelligence officers. A watered down
story of what happened did not appear in the American monopoly press until on and
after November 1, 1993. A top White House official reportedly called off the coup which



was to have assassinated Saddam. Aborting the cabal was President Clinton himself
and/or jointly with former President Bush. The Elder Bush, as we have written about
exclusively based on a unpublicized Chicago federal court proceedings, had been for
the decade, 1980 to 1990, the private business partner of Saddam in oil kick-backs and
extortions as to the weak oil sheikdoms of the Persian Gulf.

Bush/Clinton had to stop the assassination of Saddam. Why? Saddam's half-brother in
Geneva, Switzerland, who also had the documents of the
Bush/Clinton/Greenspan/Weinberger criminality and treason and their Swiss coded
accounts, promised documents would be released requiring the treason prosecution of
Bush IF BUSH AND HIS CRONIES ARRANGED THE MURDER OF SADDAM. To avoid
such event, Saddam's half-brother himself was assassinated. But the documents were
conveyed to an independent-minded commentator.

Investigating this whole situation of Clinton/Bush/Greenspan/Weinberger was former
CIA Director Admiral Stansfield Turner. The Admiral was checking into the Elder Bush
and his family and their reputed cocaine bank money laundry wizard Giorgio Pelossi.
[Visit our website for related item.] Turner was traveling with the head of the Costa Rica
secret police as well as an eight-person team from Secret Police of Spain. Their airplane
was sabotaged and crashed, seriously injuring the Admiral and killing his wife, and most
of the secret police onboard who were checking the Spain links to the George Bush
family reputed dirty business aided by Redspan and the bank secret wire transfers. This
occurred not so long before the posting of this story.

So just before the murder of Foster, the Iraqi plotters were tricked into trusting
Bush/Clinton/Greenspan. By this duplicity, Saddam found out and had the plotters
assassinated.

The day before the murder of Foster, the Director of the FBI, William Sessions, was
sacked by Clinton. What was the reason planted in the monopoly press? That Sessions
had misused his position by taking his wife along, at unauthorized government expense,
on official FBI airplane flights. Sessions had in place an elite team, he believed were
above reproach, investigating the high-level treasonous criminality of
Bush/Clinton/Greenspan/Weinberger and related culprits. The way Sessions was
unceremoniously removed was a tip-off. Sessions should have known he was sailing
into shark-invested waters.

Several weeks before the death of Foster, German counter-intelligence in Frankfurt were
actively surveilling three Israelis apparently residing only temporarily in their venue. This
team were reportedly academic types actually, properly called "professors" in Israel.
They had no known criminal or other negative background. But the German secret
police through long reliable sources came to understand that this trio were actually a
one-time contract "hit" team, not directly under the auspices of the State of Israel or The
Mossad. In plain language, paid, private, contract killers, exclusively for this mission.

Through their American affiliates, the German spooks traced the team later to the
District of Columbia. The Germans were informed that their bird-dogging of the "hit"



team would lead to tremendous U.S.-German intellience agency friction. That is, they
were told to lay off.

[Also reportedly a part of German Counter-Intelligence from Frankfort, was Andreas
Strassmeir. He reportedly infiltrated one of the several teams involved in the multiple
bombings of April 19, 1995, of a Federal office building in Oklahoma City. Among other
things, he was reportedly aware that the Elder Bush, upon the conclusion of the Persian
Gulf War, quietly brought some five thousand Iraqi military intelligence officers and their
families to reside in the U.S., many became residents of Oklahoma City. Through
German-U.S. co-operation, arranged by the Elder Bush, Strassmeir was kept out of the
hands of the FBI as part of the FBI cover-up. Prior to the trial of the so-called "lone
bomber", Timothy McVeigh, his attorney filed a Petition for Mandamus, to try to require
the McVeigh murder trial judge in Denver (where the case was removed to) to put into
the public court record certain documents. The extra-ordinary Petition, filed with the
federal appeals court, was not mentioned, if at all, in the monopoly press. The Petition
referred to documents, some in the secret record and some in the public court record,
showing that Iraq was behind the Oklahoma city terrorism, operating through U.S.
dissidents as surrogates not knowing for whom they are doing it. Saddam Hussein,
Bush's former private business partner, got his revenge on the U.S., and Clinton/Bush
covered it up because of the treasonous links to themselves.]

Related facts: Little known, when it comes to security of the President and other high-
level U.S. and foreign visiting dignataries, the U.S. Secret Service has been known for
decades to rely on so-called "retired" or elder statesmen of the crime syndicate. So,
when a President was to come through Chicago or stop there, the advance team of the
Secret Service consults with local, trusted mobsters. Was there some lone nut weirdo
would-be assassin going to endanger the President, they inquire. The elder mobsters
and their own intelligence network always accommodated the Secret Service with
pertinent answers and data. True in the past, true now.

Further, when the Secret Service works on a particularly difficult project, they set up
what nowadays is called a "focus group", but made up of university criminology
professors, "retired" mobsters, and other highly well-informed types. So, after the death
of Foster, the Secret Service set up several "focus groups" to consider what had
happened. And some of the "focus group" participants later informed us. Those details
were corroborated by the suppressed report of the retired intelligence agents referred to
in this series. The several sources thus confirmed details included:

===That the Israeli one-time "hit" team was known to be in the vicinity of the District of
Columbia at the time of the murder of Foster.

===They they confronted Foster that fateful day in July, 1993. They dealt with Foster the
same way the Gestapo team did when they came to the home of General Edwin
Rommel, during World War 2. Rommel knew. Foster knew. They had to go with "them".
The Gestapo taking Rommel from his family, went with him nearby. They told Rommel
they knew he was part of the cabal plotting to overthrow Hitler and thereby committing
treason against the German state, during the War. They handed Rommel a weapon,
stating he can either shoot himself as they walk away, or if not, when they come right



back, they will have to do the job. Either way, he was told, your family will be spared
problems and it will be announced as a natural death or a suicide caused by bad health.
And that Rommel would remain an honored General in the public mind.

Similarly, Foster was told that they knew what he had done. That he cannot be allowed
to endanger the then new President, Clinton, and former President Bush, and
Greenspan, and Weinberger, and the future of the U.S. central government. At the
behest of Bush/Weinberger, Israel was owed a favor. Israel was the trans-shipment
point for weapons from the U.S. to Iran from the start of the Iran-Iraq war, 1980. That
Israeli intelligence had documented proof and pictures, proving Bush arranged the delay
of the release of the U.S. hostages held by Iran, in return for the U.S. weapons
shipments. The delay designed to show President Carter, running for re-election, as a
wimp, unable to get back the hostages. The treasonous deal, done in a Paris suburb,
October, 1980, called the "October Surprise", put in the Reagan/Bush ticket. The
hostages were released just at the moment Reagan/Bush were inaugurated, January,
1981. And the Israeli government had proof of President Clinton's complicity later in the
cover up of treason of his crony, the Elder Bush.

Foster was confronted with his role jointly with Hillary Clinton in American LaFarge, the
U.S. unit of a French firm in which the Elder Bush reportedly has a large financial
interest. Hillary had been a director of the firm which reportedly supplied the ingredients
for poison gas to Israel's sworn enemy, Iraq.

Foster was suicided near the White House. His body was transported to Fort Marcy
Park, Virginia, a Civil War memorial site. Finding the body there would enable Israel and
others to possibly set off an international scandal. In that, right across the road, about
650 feet away from the park, was the residence mansion of the Saudi Ambassador.
Questions could be raised. Was the Ambassador complicit in the death of Foster? Did
those in the residence hear the shots? And so on.

Of course, the White House knew the truth. The super-secret National Reconnaissance
Office, in charge of satellites, satellite spy and imaging, had images showing the body
being moved to Virginia. The White House and that location in Virginia are under total 24
hour surveillance. Fort Marcy Park is not far from the CIA headquarters. Every blade of
grass is under satellite imagery. A key operative of the NRO, who knew about all this,
Daniel Potter, was murdered in March, 1998, and covered up as an unsolved crime.

Other details discussed with the "focus" groups and corroborated in the suppressed
report of the retired intelligence agents:

===Foster's body was prepared for cover-up burial by a reputed CIA-contract mortuary,
doing work for the "Defense Department" as a cover.

===The prosecutor in the District of Columbia, under the real circumstances of the death
of Foster in the Capitol, certainly knew that his office had jurisdiction to investigate the
murder of Foster, the highest ranking U.S. government official to be murdered since the
assassination of President Kennedy. The prosecutor's office had more than 500 clear
pictures, showing various aspects of the body and related matters. Some pictures



showed Foster was finished off with a small caliber gun shot to the back of his neck,
directly contradicting any story of supposed "suicide". Three days after that prosecutor's
office began their inquiry, several purported "government agents", heavily armed,
showed up but did not show credentials, if any. They quickly carted away most anything
and everything in the prosecutor's office that could have contained Foster pictures,
documents, and data. This event was never reported in the monopoly press. The
pictures were referred to, however, in the suppressed report, and discussed during the
sessions of the Secret Service "focus" groups.

Several years later, the Washington Post ran the barest mention of some of the details
of the "hit" team. One story was by then Washington Post reporter Michael Isikoff. To
pander to his CIA-media bosses at the Post, he wrote a story designed to heckle all
items contradicting the Foster "suicide" story as mere conspiracy theories, starting one
article very briefly mentioning me. [The Washington Post was exposed in a book, the
first edition which was suppressed. "Katherine the Great" about Katherine Graham,
supposed owner of the Post and her CIA links, by Deborah Davis.] Isikoff went to work
for the sister publication, Newsweek. Isikoff reportedly is an asset of The Mossad. Some
contend his meddling and complicity resulted in the murder of White House intern Mary
Caitrin Mahoney, who was murdered by an intelligence agency team in a Starbucks
Coffee Shop right in the District of Columbia, July, 1997, and now falsely blamed onto a
"lone nut". Mahoney knew of Clinton giving U.S. financial, industrial, and military secrets
reportedly to the head of the Red Chinese Secret Police, Wang Jun, who is also a
private law client of alleged "Independent" Counsel Kenneth W. Starr.

Another story about me in the Washington Post was on the front page, July 4, 1995.
That early morning I received two calls. First caller, identified himself as a U.S.
correspondent for the Israel newspaper, Ma'ariv. "Mr. Skolnick, your story is going to
cause the head of The Mossad to be assassinated. You are a Jew. How can you do
such a thing?", he blurted out. He did not want to hear that nobody from the Post had
interviewed me in respect to the story that day. I did not finger the chief of The Mossad. I
offered to FAX him some details. He hung up.

The Second caller that morning, identified himself as the U.S. correspondent of "Israel
National Radio". He started right off condemning me, the minute I answered the phone:
"Mr.Skolnick, you are a bad Jew. Stop these terrible stories!" he screamed at me.
Without hollaring back, I tried to explain what I knew. I suggested, "You in the Israel
press, should grill your man Isikoff for putting matters upside down and now you
condemn me for it as if I own the Washington Post." The caller did not seem interested
in my explanations. So, in sum, these are the ones who had an interest to either have
Foster murdered, or cover it up when they found out it happened. One way or another,
Foster had to be silenced about his foreign bank accounts which overlapped those of
the Elder Bush/Caspar Weinberger, and were reportedly arranged by secret bank wire
transfers directly arranged and approved by Alan Greenspan, head of the super-secret
PRIVATE bank, called the Federal Reserve:

(1) WILLIAM ROCKEFELLER CLINTON

(2) HILLARY RODHAM CLINTON



(3) GEORGE HERBERT WALKER BUSH

(4) CASPAR WEINBERGER

(5) ALAN GREENSPAN or as we prefer to call him ALAN REDSPAN

Refer to the documents attached to the Part One and Part Two of this story, and
particularly the Swiss bank account, Geneva.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY AIDS AND BRIBES
GEORGE BUSH and FAMILY, Part Five

by Sherman H. Skolnick

In the 1950s, George Herbert Walker Bush got into the oil business with his partners, the
Liedtke brothers. Bush was assisted by his father, Prescott Bush, Sr., who was one of
Adolph Hitler's bankers jointly with the Bush relative, George Herbert Walker.

Also greatly assisting Bush was Eugene Meyer who had reportedly built up his fortune
by massive fraud misusing Liberty War Bonds, used to suck money out of common
Americans with the then new, conspiratorial Federal Reserve, all used to finance and
force Americans to fight in England and Europe's bloodbath, World War One. With his
loot, Meyer bought the then failing Washington Post newspaper. Meyer's daughter,
Katherine Graham, became publicly known as if she were the sole "owner" of the Post,
despite the fact that British royalty had a large financial interest in the Post and later,
sister publication Newsweek Magazine. Suppressed was the first edition of a book that
showed the Washington Post was a front for the American CIA, Deborah Davis' book
"Katherine the Great".

Much later, Bush brought in numerous British royalty into his oil ventures. Later, Bush
was given honorary title by the Queen. Yet, the U.S. Constitution, Article 1, Section 9,
forbids U.S. officials to have titles of nobility and be beholden to foreign kings and
princes. And Bush is a distant cousin of the Queen of England. As we pointed out in
earlier parts of this series, according to the secret Federal Reserve bank wire transfers,
Bush had a joint account with the Queen of England in the British Monarchy-owned
Coutts Bank, London. As arranged by Alan Greenspan, using his secret codes,directly
supervising the same. This, in part, facilitated British Counter-Intelligence operatives,
M1-6, to do bloody, dirty tricks against U.S. citizens IN THE UNITED STATES, such as
in heavy Irish Catholic populated areas like Chicago, where a per centage of the Irish
sympathize with anti-crown, anti-British IRA. M1-6 works directly under the orders of the
Monarchy. [Al Fayed claims they murdered his son Dodi and intended, pregnant wife
Princess Diana of Wales. Visit his website: http://www.alfayed.com]

Following World War Two, Bush's elders were instrumental in bringing to the U.S. and
South America, the surviving anti-Soviet Nazi intelligence apparatus, the Gehlen
Organization. This under the auspices of the American CIA and U.S. Military
Intelligence. U.S., Argentina, and Brazil became a base for such post-war Nazi



operations. [I tried to expose the U.S. operation through a seminar in Chicago, 1976,
and, strange as it may seem to naive people, I was opposed by the Jewish aristocracy in
Chicago, not the common people.] Finding new oilfields within the continental U.S. was
declining. Bush and his cronies realized that the new, mammoth oil finds would be
offshore under hundreds of feet of war in the continental shelf or the shallow waters of
the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean. The name of the Liedtke/Bush operation was
changed from Zapata Petroleum Company to Zapata Offshore. The Liedtkes went on to
supposedly form a separate firm, Pennzoil, although Bush had a large financial interest
in that company as well.

Soon,Zapata had some 600 units and affiliates. Strange, but they seemed to set up
shop often in the world hotspots and places of insurgency against colonial rulers. Zapata
reportdly was a CIA proprietary, a supposedly "private" firm acting as an adjunct to the
spy agency and espionage bloody tricks. Thus Bush was with CIA long, long before
becoming Director of Central Intelligence for eleven and a half months in 1976.
Thereafter, by the way, he became a director for about 4 years, of Eli Lilly Company,
major producer of cocaine, supposedly for pharmaceutical purposes.

Being beyond the U.S. jurisdiction limits, Zapata's offshore oil rigs reportedly became
drop-off points by ship and helicopter for contraband, including transit points for the
major dope traffic. Reportedly assisting in the dope traffic from Colombia and Venezuela
was George Herbert Walker Bush's son, John E. Bush, called Jeb and his Mexico-born
wife, Columba. Jeb was the resident banker for Texas Commerce Bank. Like the bribery
of judges, the major proceeds from the dope traffic are not out in an alley, but through
banks owned and operated by the corrupters. [In an earlier story, by error, I said his wife
was born in Colombia.]

Bush/Liedtke/Pennzoil got a hammer-lock on a company much larger than Pennzoil.
How? By Pennzoil bringing a suit in the crooked Texas courts claiming that the huge
Texaco Company wrongly interfered with Pennzoil's purported contract to acquire and
merge with Getty Oil Company. A Texas judge reportedly steered the case in such a
way [that can be done by the evidence let in or kept out of the Court trial] that the jury
awarded Pennzoil the largest judgment of its kind in Court history: 10.53 BILLION
DOLLARS.

Texaco appealed the monstrous judgment to the Texas Supreme Court. Like the Illinois
Supreme Court, the Texas high court is reportedly known for being "for sale". [In 1969,
my public accusations of bribery, made directly into their faces, caused the Illinois
Supreme Court judges to have me grabbed in my wheelchair and hustled off to prison
for "contempt of court", because I refused to tell the accused judges how our group went
about investigating them. I was vindicated. The ruckus caused the high court tribunal to
be swept away in the biggest judicial bribery scandal in U.S. history.]

Typically, in a hard-fought case, when a lawyer arguing a matter can't find a precedent
case to cite from his state, sometimes refers to a ruling by the highest court of another
state. Once a Texas lawyer cited an Illinois Supreme Court decision. His opponent
blurted out, "Your Honor, that is one of those crooked law-book published decisions from
Illinois' wrecked, worthless high court. Your Honor is not going to be persuaded by that,



are you Judge?" Likewise, Illinois lawyers hesitate for similar reasons to cite as
precedent a ruling by the Texas Supreme Court.

The Texas high court refused to review the mammoth judgment, upholding it in secret.
When a judgment is entered, the only way the "loser" can escape having their money
and property seized, is to put up an Appeal Bond. Most states, as a safeguard, require
the Appeal Bond to be 2-1/2 to 3 times the judgment amount. Where would Texaco get
such an appeal bond to stop the running of the doomsday judgment of 11 Billion
Dollars?

In a front page, detailed story, the Wall Street Journal showed the Texas courts are "for
sale". The story was headlined "Quality of Justice- Texaco Case Spotlights Question of
Integrity of the Courts in Texas", November 4, 1987. Shortly thereafter, in a large
advertisement, Pennzoil said the Texas high Court somehow DID "review" the judgment.
A careful reading, however, of Pennzoil's ad, shows the judgment was "reviewed" in
secret without a written explanation. Chicago Tribune, 11/18/87.

At that time, the Court of last resort in America, the U.S. Supreme Court, was packed
with Bush cronies and sympathizers, many of them having multi-multi-million dollar
financial interests in some way tied to Bush and his social and business circle. America's
highest tibunal refused to stop the enforcement of the horrendous judgment and refused
to deal with the matter on its merits. Result: Texaco was forced into bankruptcy,as
Pennzoil was in the process of seizing their properties.

Texaco had an important source of oil: Iraq. As we have mentioned in exclusive stories,
based on being the only journalists covering a federal case in Chicago: For a decade
Bush was the PRIVATE BUSINESS PARTNER of Iraqi strongman, Saddam Hussein.
Together, they shook down the oil-pumping weak sheikdoms in the Persian Gulf for
Billions and Billions of dollars per year, from 1980 to 1990. The Persian Gulf War,
stripped to its essentials, was simply a falling out of private business partners. And
Bush, with the help of Hillary Rodham Clinton, was instrumental in supplying weapons to
Iraq, to fight Iran, 1980 to 1988. To understand the situation, consult: "Spider's Web---
How The White House Armed Iraq" by Alan Friedman. Through American LaFarge,
Bush and Hillary reportedly supplied poison gas ingredients to Iraq that used them
against their own dissidents, the Kurds, and against the Irans who fought Iraq with wave
after wave of very young, throwaway soldiers. Key portions of these events occurred just
as Alan Greenspan was put up as the Commissar of the highly secretive PRIVATE
central bank, the Federal Reserve, August, 1987. The press pretend it is a U.S.
GOVERNMENT ENTITY, which it is not. The Fed issues paper money, masquerading
as the "U.S. Dollar", backed by hot air, not gold, not silver, nothing

How did George Herbert Walker Bush with his sons reportedly buy the Texas Courts to
benefit Pennzoil? Benefits later carried into effect by Fed dictator Greenspan. And
Greenspan approved of secret bank wire transfers to and from the Bush family
accounts, billions of dollars. Some of the funds reportedly the proceeds of the massive
dope traffic. Other funds used to corrupt public officials in the U.S. and elsewhere. Some
the illicit proceeds of the CIA-dope traffic. Banks with their Bush family accounts
reportedly involved: ===Chase Manhattan Bank of Florida, Clearwater, Florida.



===Banco de Occidente, Panama, City, Panama

===NCNB of Texas, Garland, Texas

===First Federal of Miami, Miami, Florida

===Banco de Panama,

===Banco De Exterior De Espana, Malaga, Spain [shown on an earlier part of this
series]

NOTE: Former Director of Central Intelligence, Admiral Stansfield Turner, was seriously
injured in a sabotaged plane crash a short time before this story is posted. Turner's wife
died in the crash along with several members of foreign secret police units assisting
Turner. The Admiral was investigating the Bush Family and their reported links to major
dope trafficking and proceeds through the mentioned banks, including the one in
Malaga, Spain.

From our more than four decades of investigating bribery corruption, exposing judges
and others, we know that the malign, if not corrupt, influencing of judges and other
public officials is done very often through domestic and offshore escrow accounts. The
judges and other public officials are in a position to know:

[1] That if they make an important decision favoring the corrupter, that at a later date,
funds will be deposited in escrow;

[2] If the judge, or other public official makes the arbitrary, corrupt ruling, and the ruling
"sticks" and does not "bounce" or be exposed as purely crooked; then the funds, waiting
in escrow, are forwarded to a concealed account for the judge or other public official's
later use and benefit, sometimes years later, sometimes for THEIR CHILDREN'S use
and benefit.

Crooked rulings are seldom C.O.D. but rather by the methods I mention.

The pressfakers censor the news sometimes by simply not bringing up known details
when it is pertinent and important to consider the same. Some forget, for example, that
the Rev. Jesse Jackson in the early 1970s was a Nixon Republican and later, a Bush
Republican. Visit our website: http://www.skolnicksreport.com Scroll down to our story
"The Murder of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.--unspoken details" Part One. Consider the
details that the Rev. Jackson is reportedly an accomplished extortionist and is a reputed
FBI stool pigeon all his adult life.

So, it should come as no great surprise, that Rev. Jesse Jackson led the campaign in
1996 to strong-arm more than 180 million dollars from Pennzoil/Bush competitor Texaco
that got their oil from Bush's now disgruntled former private business partner Saddam
Hussein and Iraq oil. " 'The mission is not complete',declared [Rev.Jesse] Jackson, who



is calling for a boycott of Texaco despite last week's settlement of the lawsuit" [showing
a picture of Rev.Jackson]. Time Magazine, 11/25/96, page 33.

References to understand George Herbert Walker Bush and his family and the social
and business links to the Nazis also British pro-Nazi royalty:

"Wall Street and the Rise of Hitler", by Antony Sutton

"Trading With the Enemy" by Charles Higham "American Swastika" by Charles Higham
"The Secret War Against the Jews" by John Loftus and Mark Aarons "George Bush-The
Unauthorized Biography" by Webster Griffin Tarpley and Anton Chaikin "The Crime and
Punishment of I.G. Farben" by Joseph Borkin

Click on the items below to view a few samples of the reportedly authenic records we
have of secret bank wire transfers, authorized by Fed boss Alan Greenspan for the
corrupt purposes of the Bush Family and also some hand-written notations by a Senior
Official of the U.S. Treasury Department, Office of Internal Affairs. More details coming.
Stay tuned.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY AIDS AND BRIBES
GEORGE BUSH and FAMILY, Part Six

by Sherman H. Skolnick

Neil Bush And The American CIA

Background:

Over a period of four decades, our research and investigation group has repeatedly
publicized, in the public interest, whenever we are permitted, some of the following:

[1] That State and Federal Judges, in important cases, are often corrupted through
financial institutions, such as banks. Throughout the history of the U.S., key judges
owned and operated banks jointly with their lawyer cronies. Most often, the judges do
not disqualify themselves. It is seldom, if ever, discussed in the monopoly press, tied to
the banks, thus shaping a blindspot in what Americans know and understand about the
so-called Justice System. Some call it the injustice system, based on personal tragedy.

[2] That the purported tax collectors and extractors, the Internal Revenue Service, are
corruptly slantled against the common American, and in favor of the ultra rich. Thus the
richest families in America, such as the Rockefellers, the Mellons, the Morgans, and the
Marshall Fields, apparently pay little, if any, taxes. Is it any wonder, the hospitals,
libraries, schools, and highways are bankrupt? Those who have the most do not support
the realm, the infrastructure of the United States. [Political candidates appearing on my
public access Cable TV Show uniformly refuse to answer questions about this.]



[3] With the willful blindness of corrupt top IRS officals, the ultra wealthy have formed
foundations to hide their ill-gotten treasure and evade taxes. Third party presidential
candidate George Wallace, in 1972m said, if he is elected, he would put a stop to the
Rockefeller Foundation hiding that family's wealth. At the time Wallace, according to the
polls, was expected to have 19% of the vote. There was a danger that his candidacy
would make it so that the two major presidential candidates, Nixon and Mcgovern, could
not, either one, get enough electoral votes to be President. Thus, the election, in a rare
event, would be thrown into the Congress to decide who would be President.

Shortly after George Wallace made the statement, he was nearly shot to death and
spent the rest of his painful life in a wheelchair. We were about the only ones that had a
documentary film-maker on our public access Cable TV Show, that Wallace was
claiming Nixon was behind the assassination plot.

[4] That some of the ultra rich families have formed and operate foundation that are part
of a three-tier system, using technical terms, that conceal the source of the funds:
conduits, pass-throughs, and fronts. That such foundations are acting for and on behalf
of the American CIA to buy-out and co-opt journalism societies, labor unions, dissident
indigenous movements, and such, and other so-called independent groups. And to
finance government-paid agents provocateurs.

Disgruntled that the powers-that-be assassinated his brother, John F. Kennedy, Robert
F. Kennedy caused a horrendous scandal in the spring of 1967. To understand the
profound nature of the CIA foundations ruckus, in a good reference library, consult "New
York Times INDEX" for 1967, under topic "Central Intelligence Agency", for a summary
of stories. Thereafter, in college seminars and a course I taught at a broadcast school, I
followed up on this, tracing the before and after of suspected groups. We became
experts on CIA foundations. For triggering this mess, Bobby in 1968 paid the ultimate
price, being assassinated by a so-called "lone assassin.

[5] That the CIA took over and used for domestic and foreign dirty tricks, several dozen
savings & loan associations. In his heavily-documented book, "The Mafia, The CIA, and
George Bush", longtime journalist Pete Brewton tells about more than two dozen S & Ls
taken over or used by the CIA. The book came out in 1992, and Brewton points out that
after the funds were mysteriously "loaned out" to persons often not credit-worthy, the
federally-insured thrifts would go under, leaving huge losses for the tax-payers. Jam-
packed with details, the book, some claim, is not easy to read. Yes, it is not a novel.

We followed up and identified four such CIA S & Ls in Illinois, not mentioned in his book.
In one such, in a Chicago suburb, Clyde S & L, Congressman Henry Hyde (R., Ill.) had
been a director. A federal agency sued him and the other directors for causing it to go
under. For example, with Hyde's connivance, 67 million dollars of Clyde's funds
disappeared in Arkansas. There was a danger that CIA-type details would get into the
public court record. So, a CIA-attorney from Washington was brought in and persuaded
the Judge to impound portions of the court file. Despite that, we did find out plenty.



Henry Hyde wears two hats: First, as known, he is a U.S.Congressman. Second, as
mostly unknown, he is head of CIA's "black budget", financing the overthrow of
governments and the assassination of leader that the CIA does not agree with. As
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, Hyde has the power to start the removal of
a misbehaving judge or to frame a judge for blackmail purposes. Hyde blackmailed the
Chicago federal judge who had the case, so Hyde, unlike the other S & L directors, did
not have to pay a penny in damages. Details are in earlier stories of ours. Note: Hyde
reportedly supervised the CIA-dope traffic through the southern states carried out jointly
by Bill Clinton, George Herbert Walker Bush, and Ollie North.

In Denver, Colorado, was a reputed CIA covert operation known as Silverado Banking,
Savings & Loan Association. From 1985 through August, 1988, the elder Bush's son,
Neil Bush, was on the board of Directors. In December, 1988, a month after the elder
Bush was elected President, Silverado went under. Large sums had been sucked out of
Silverado reportedly to finance in violation of Congressional prohibition, the CIA's
operations with the contras against the elected government in Nicaragua.

This was done to a several times bankrupt reputed con-man, Ellison Trine Starnes, Jr.,
who reportedly was not credit-worthy. Yet, he and his associates made more than 75
million dollars in loans from Silverado at the behest of Neil Bush. "But the real answer to
the riddle of Ellison Trine Starnes, Jr., lies in the ultimate destination of all that money he
borrowed. Did HE get it, or was he just a front man or mustache for others". As in
Brewton's book, page 254. Starnes was the second largest borrower of Silverado and
the funds apparently disappeared through secret accounts, perhaps for CIA, through the
Bahamas and the tax-haven between England and France, called the Isle of Jersey.

Starnes and his role with the CIA Nicaragua operation is evident: "On January 27, 1986,
Spitz Channell, the late convicted Contra fundraiser, associate of Oliver North and
prsident of the National Endowment for the Preservation of Liberty, wrote a letter to
Starnes....: 'Dear Mr. Starnes: You are cordially invited to a briefing in the Roosevelt
Room of the White House. The briefing will be on President Reagan's legislative
initiative in support of the Nicraguan Freedom Fighters. The President is attending.
Donald R. Regan, White House Chief of Staff, Elliott Abrams, Undersecretary of State
for Latin American Affairs, and Admiral John Poindexter, National Security Advisor, will
be conducting the briefing along with me.' " From Brewton's book, page 256.

The Silverado-Starnes-CIA money traveled through Allied Bank of Texas, later called
First Interstate Bank. See the mention of that bank, Denver and Chicago, in documents
attached to previous parts of this series as well as attached to this part. In the hand-
written notes of a reportedly senior official of the U.S. Treasury, Office of Internal Affairs.
See the attached documents.

As we have seen, Alan Greenspan, the dictator of the Federal Reserve, with his own
coded authorizations, supevised the Bush family dirty business through 25 accounts



mentioned in this series. Note: Greenspan became the Federal Reserve Commissar,
August, 1987.

After the collapse of Silverado, the Federal Deposit Insurance sued Neil Bush.

"WASHINGTON -The government Friday filed a civil suit against President Bush's son
Neil and 10 others charging them with 'gross negligence' for their role in the collapse of
the Denver-based Silverado Banking, Savings and Loan Association. The suit, filed by
the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. in U.S. District Court in Denver, seeks $200 million
dollars in damages. The suit charges that Bush and other thrift officers breached their
dueites and were guilty of 'gross negligence' by engaging in 'unsafe and unsound
lending and investment practices.' Silverado collapsed in 1988 at a cost to taxpayes of
$1 billion." Chicago Tribune, 990. Left out of the suit and reports was that Neil Bush and
Silverado were reportedly a channel by which illicit funds for the Iran Contra operation in
which S & L fraud was reportedly used to get around the Congressional prohibitgion of
aid to the drug-running Contras.

One aspect of the Neil Bush scandal reportedly involved him in having falsified details as
to this on his Federal Income tax report. Instrumental in the ostensible cover up was a
Bush family close crony, Lawrence B. Gibbs, who from 1986 to 1989 was Commissioner
of the Internal Revenue Service.

[Gibbs helped in the Pennzoil/Bush fight against Texaco: As IRS Commissioner he
helped sink Texaco further by slamming the bankrupt Texaco with a demand for back-
taxes of 6.5 billion dollars. "George Bush-The Unauthorized Biography" by Tarpley and
Chaitkin, paperback edition, p. 445.]

Getting into the picture in 1990 was a Chicago-based law firm, Hopkins & Sutter, with
offices also in Washington, D.C. As Crain's Chicago Business said of the law firm,
1/28/91: "It does more work than any other law firm in the country for the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. (FDIC) which insures bank deposits, and the Resolution Trust
Corp. (RTC) which disposes of troubled thrift assets....The firm handles some of the
government's most SENSITIVE and highly publicized banking cases. Just recently,
Hopkins was retained to investigate the officers, directors, and lawyers of Silverado
Banking Savings & Loan Assn of Denver, a group that included President George
Bush's son Neil." (Emphasis added.) The article conveniently left out that Hopkins &
Sutter reportedly helps cover up failed savings & loans that were part of covert
operations for the American CIA. Neil Bush, thanks to Hopkins & Sutter, was left off with
a mere slap on the wrists.

Hopkins & Sutter is closely aligned with CIA "black budget" boss Henry Hyde who is also
a Congressman. See the attached document where they are apparently putting the arm
on their law clients for the re-election campaign of Hyde. Among their clients, Hopkins &
Sutter has ocean shippers and forwarders. Remember: Hyde limited the Impeachment
Resolution against President Clinton to sexual matters only, rather than the treason



Clinton committed with and for the Red Chinese. White House intern Mary Caitrin
Mahoney was murdered by an intelligence agency "hit" team, July, 1997, right in the
District of Columbia. Why? Caity, as she was called, knew a great deal and was to have
been called as a Federal Grand Jury witness regarding: That Clinton, from time to time,
met with the reputed head of the Red Chinese Secret Police, Wang Jun, and conveyed
to him U.S. industrial, financial, and MILITARY SECRETS---to a sworn enemy of the
United States. And get this terrible conflict of interest: so-called "Independent" Counsel
Kenneth W. Starr had Wang Jun as HIS PRIVATE LAW CLIENT. AND: Starr has been
an UNREGISTERED LOBBYIST for the Red Chinese government, an offense for which
Clinton could have Starr in prison and was blackmailing Starr.

In Chicago, a partner in the Hopkins & Sutter law firm has been Jay Steinberg. He was
the Chapter 11 Trustee in one of the strangest bankruptcy case of its kind. William J.
Stoecker was a very young man running a tiny lawn care service. By the greatest
mystery, banks in Chicago, and Boston, loaned him over a BILLION DOLLARS so he
could buy up, among others, defense contractors that did secret work for the U.S.
Government. And get this: the banks apparently did not check him out very well. In a
short time, he built up a so-called "empire" of such firms and then his empire collapsed
because of apparent fraud. His firms were put into bankruptcy and the Chapter 11
Trustee was Jay Steinberg.

In undisputed matters in court, we contend that Steinberg reportedly aided in upwards of
one billion dollars disappearing in the Stoecker matters and that the corrupt top IRS
officials are reportedly aware of this vast apparent embezzlement and do nothing about
it. WAS THE WHOLE AFFAIR A CIA OPERATION? After all, Hopkins & Sutter seem to
be reputed experts in espionage-style cover ups, such as with Neil Bush and Silverado.

A Chicago-area caulking contractor, Joseph Andreuccetti, claims Chicago-area banks
swindled him out of large sums. To make good his pending claims, a federal bank
regulatory agency about 1983 parked 58.4 million dollars with Chicago-area based
Household International and Household Bank. The matter was in INVOLUNTARY
bankruptcy starting in 1984 and continued for almost 14 years. As to the top-level IRS
officials in Chicago and their theft, for their own personal benefit and not for the U.S.
Treasury, of properties belonging to Andreuccetti, see my series, "Corrupt IRS Officials
Face Exposure in Dope Bust".

Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Trustee Jay Steinberg sold one of the major properties to a
Bankruptcy Court Auctioneer who bought it for HIMSELF and his partner, a known
gangster. The auctioneer, Wallace Lieberman was later found murdered. The IRS
officials, who had long known of the gangster, suddenly started a situation rushing the
gangster into jail. And from there, the corrupt IRS officials stole the properties for
themselves, not for the U.S. Treasury. We were the only ones to do a documentary
which we aired on our weekly public access Cable TV Program in Chicago about the
murder of Lieberman and what all was involved.



Of the 58.4 million of funds thus escrowed, or parked, with Household, Steinberg
participated reportedly in secretly transferring 50 million dollars of that to Little Rock,
Arkansas. Why? To try to reportedly cover up the 47 million dollar embezzlement there
of a S & L, for which Bill and Hillary Clinton are subject to federal criminal prosecution
and jailing, on charges of misappropriating federally-insured bank funds. Helping
transfer the 50 million dollars to Arkansas was Hillary's lawyer-crony, John E. Gierum,
from the suburb of Park Ridge where she is from. Gierum confessed to me, in the
presence of his former client, Andreuccetti, that the Clinton White House is trying to
frame him to shut him up. In court, Gierum, when confronted by me with his confession,
did not dispute the same.

More details are in stories on our website: http://www.skolnicksreport.com

Is it a mere coincidence that Household International is the successor and alter ego of
Nugan Hand Bamnk, a CIA proprietary that went under in 1980 just after one of its
founders was murdered? As to Nugan Hand Bank and the CIA, see "The Crimes of
Patriots" by Jonathan Kwitny who points out that former Director of Central Intelligence,
William Colby, was the General Counsel of Nugan Hand. Later, Colby was also the
unlisted General Counsel of Household. When the Jay
Steinberg/Household/Andreuccetti/Little Rock matter began to bubble and boil in 1996,
Colby was murdered and made to look like a "boat accident".

By the way, the elder Bush is no stranger to political assassination. With CIA in 1963, he
apparently tried to cover up some of the details following the murder of President John
F. Kennedy. See document attached.

So, who all reportedly participated in the dirty business mentioned here and was part of
the cover up?:

Alan Greenspan, Bill and Hillary Clinton, Neil Bush, Jay Steinberg and some of his law
partners at Hopkins & Sutter.

GREENSPAN REPORTEDLY AIDS AND BRIBES
GEORGE BUSH and FAMILY, Part Seven

by Sherman H. Skolnick

There was a conference in Chicago supposedly on the topic of what to do about the
dope scourge. The former chief federal prosecutor in Chicago was there, Anton R.
Valukas. I was sitting right in front. So it should have been easy for me, as a free lance
journalist, to ask the alleged crime-buster a question.

"Some contend the CIA is flooding the U.S. with dope by way of Chicago. What did YOU
do about this problem, as the U.S. Attorney here, Mr. Valukas?" I asked in my usual



point-blank manner. He refused to answer and instead, pointed to some other reporter
who had a question just short of asking this panel member about the weather.

Also sitting on the panel as one of the speakers was Richard J. Dennis. He was over-
stuffed. Looked to me like 350 pounds of laundry. On second thought, he seemed to be
a pompous British viceroy, at some Caribbean colony, like in some movie about pirates.
Dennis was glassy-eyed and seemed to me to be half-giggling. On a panel about dope,
did they put up a speaker who was stoned?

Dennis has been dubbed the soybean king. He also is reportedly in favor of legalization
of narcotics. My interview policy, however, is to never question, if I can help it, someone
who is drunk or stoned. So, I didn't ask Dennis anything.

Dennis made his mark in the period of 1989. At the time, the Vatican-owned agro-
chemical firm, Ferruzzi Finanziaria S.p.a., was determined to get a foothold in the U.S.
soybean market, in competition with the highly secretive Cargill and the reportedly highly
corrupt Archer-Daniels-Midland, A.D.M. Ferruzzi, fair and square, abiding by the rules,
had cornered the market on soybeans. Cargill and ADM had bet big the wrong way. By
the way commodity contracts are written, Ferruzzi had the right to seize THEIR assets if
they defaulted. And they could not comply with the contracts, which would have
damaged them worldwide. Some say billions of dollars were involved.

The bosses at the Chicago Board of Trade, in the middle of the game, changed the rules
to protect Cargill and ADM as long-time speculators on the exchange. Ferruzzi went to
federal district court. One of then President George Herbert Walker Bush's cronies,
Chicago Federal District Judge James B. Zagel [(312) 435-5714] said he has no
intention of helping Ferruzzi by defaulting the two grain speculators.

In a related case, also naming the Chicago Board of Trade, as defendant, another
Federal Judge, George M. Marovich [(312) 435-5590] kept the matter hanging near
forever. On the one side of that case were some bankers and such from Arkansas tied
to Hillary Rodham Clinton and her law partner, Vincent W. Foster, Jr. On the plaintiff's
side of that case in 1991, Hillary Clinton/Foster's representatives met me in Chicago. As
a known judge-buster, I was asked if I could come up with some dirt on Judge Marovich.
That was easy. Among other things, he was an owner of a small, closely held suburban
bank, South Holland Trust & Savings Bank that reportedly dealt in the soybean markets
through their then correspondent, Continental Bank of Chicago. Also, Judge Marovich
owned a west suburban shopping mall, Cermak Plaza, which reportedly had enterprises
laundering illicit funds in corrupt combination with top brass of the Internal Revenue
Service, Chicago Region Office, and the Director of the Illinois Department of Revenue.
That is, the mob and the state and federal tax collectors in a corrupt arrangement.



The clue to it all could not be disputed: ownership was shown on Judge George M.
Marovich's mandatory financial annual disclosure form. That was the starting point.

I asked if they wanted to be on my public access Cable TV Program to discuss their
misgivings about Judge Marovich having their case. They declined. Evidently they
simply wanted leverage for reported blackmail, the usual practice of some lawyers.

Funny thing happened. In 1993, some of the top officials of the Chicago Board of Trade
asked to discuss with me and my associates a problem. It was not directly related to the
soybean mess. I suddenly changed the subject. In the presence of witnesses, I asked
whether Judge Marovich was crooked in the soybean case against the Chicago Board of
Trade [No. 89 C 8467, U.S. District Court, Chicago.] They blurted out that a total of FIVE
JUDGES, INCLUDING JUDGE MAROVICH HAD TO BE "PAID". They were sore at
having to reportedly "buy" Judge George M. Marovich, Judge James B. Zagel, and three
judges in Chicago's Federal Appeals Court, Judge Jesse E. Eschbach [(312) 435-5824],
Judge Joel M. Flaum [(312) 435-5626], formerly a crooked Illinois Tollway Official, and
Judge Kenneth F. Ripple [(312) 435-5510]. All told the Board of Trade officials confirmed
the "fix" cost them 62 million dollars. I recognized that as the biggest judicial bribery in
my many years as court reformer. One of the Board of Trade officials turned to the other
and said "You shouldn't be telling him (pointing to Skolnick)." Whereupon the Board of
Trade Director answered: "I am telling him (meaning Skolnick) because he probably
already knows and it is bound to come out and we're all going to get blackened. You
(referring to the principal of the trading firm member) know we had to do it."

The above is from the undisputed court record in 96 C 4373.

Thereafter, later in 1993, Foster, as the new deputy counsel in the Clinton White House
was found dead. Visit our website, for details on the role of Greenspan/Bush in the
murder of Foster: http://www.skolnicksreport.com Part Four of this series. About the
same time as the death of Foster, the head of Ferruzzi, in Milan, Italy, was murdered,
Raul Gardini. His family are reportedly angry that the American authorities were covering
up the corrupt mess of the Chicago Board of Trade and corrupt federal judges in
Chicago.

Knowing about all this got me, and my Cable TV associate, Joseph Andreuccetti, on
Hillary Clinton's "enemies list", to be falsely hounded and pursued by the Federal
Gestapo. [They used to follow me in my wheelchair into the washroom in the Federal
Courthouse. I always offered to detail how much government toilet paper and paper
towels I used there.]

So me and Andreuccetti sued Hillary Clinton, two IRS officials, and a top Clinton Justice
Department official. The suit was in Chicago's Federal District Court. Guess who got our
case? You guessed it! Judge George M. Marovich. Case No. 96 C 4373. A lot of the



above details about him and the other judges were in our 65 pages of highly specific
dates, names, and details. Despite the fact that our suit detailed him and his reputed
mafia/IRS shopping center, Judge Marovich DID NOT DISQUALIFY HIMSELF. In an
unprecedented ruling, he dismissed our case, claiming we had TOO MANY FACTS,
DATES, and DETAILS for him to consider.

The attorneys for Hillary Clinton and the other defendants NEVER DISPUTED or
challenged our facts in the Court record.

Later, as a punishment for fingering them on bribery, the Judges of the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Chicago, issued an order barring me and Andreuccetti from ALL THE
COURTS in their 7th Circuit, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Indiana. [Don't bother to tell me
about my First Amendment rights. At the hands of corrupt judges, our rights have been
cancelled. And the next higher court, the U.S. Supreme Court, refuses to do anything
about it.]

Somewhere in the middle of all this was soybean hotshot Richard J. Dennis. He
reportedly does corrupt business deals with former movie star U.S. Senator Fred
Thompson (R., Tenn.). Thompson, in turn, is the reported link between Dennis and the
laundering of gangster movie funds disguised as soybean deals. Dennis' clients for this
reportedly are Hollywood bigshots, reportedly interested in massive tax evasion.
Remember, we have already pointed out, the elder Bush and his crony Bill Clinton, and
Ollie North, were jointly instrumentally implicated in the CIA-dope trafficking through the
southern states. The money came up to Chicago reportedly via a bank in Chicago,
Garfield Ridge Trust & Savings Bank. And who was a stockholder of that closely held
bank? Why, the head of the tax-writing committee of Congress, Congressman Dan
Rostenkowski, crony of crooked Democrats as well as Republicans interested in
massive tax evasion. Defrocked, Rosty, as he is called, was sent to prison for defrauding
the private bank of the House of Representatives. BUT, Rosty was given a pass on the
numerous apparent bribes he got from the Chicago Board of Trade, labeled
"honorariums", lecture fees.

Rosty's bank was the transit point to funnel the illicit funds to the Chicago Board of
Trade where it was disguised reportedly by Dennis and others as "soybean" trades.
Federal Reserve dictator Greenspan reportedly approved of these dirty money deals
done jointly with George Herbert Walker Bush and Bill Clinton and Senator Fred
Thompson.

These reputed dope "soybean" transactions for Dennis/Bush/Fred Thompson and some
in the movie and sports industry, reportedly went through the elder Bush's secret
account at Metropolitan Federal of Tennessee, in Nashville, Tennesseee. See attached
document of Alan Greenspan coded approved secret wire transfer to the Tennessee
bank, TEN BILLION DOLLARS to Bush's secret account.



One of Richard J. Dennis' reported clients has been sports celebrity Michael Jordan.
People forget that Jordan and/or his father reportedly got involved in sports gambling
apparently with Chicago mobsters and reportedly refused to make good betting losses to
the Chicago criminals. Some claim that this reneging on sports bets resulted in Jordan's
father getting murdered. To teach Michael a lesson you don't screw the mob. Two
nobodies were blamed for murdering the elder Jordan. Someone else apparently had
killed the elder Jordan and dumped his body in a swamp. In the beginning, because it
was a black man, the local authorities reportedly did an inadequate job of examining the
body. The two nobodies found the abandoned car but were later caught with it. Since
they had the car, they were blamed for the murder.

In this regard, you have to consider the 1988-89 case in the federal court in Chicago, the
Norby Walters case involving sports agents most often being linked with mobsters. The
reality is, that if you want to be a sports celebrity, you most likely have to have a sports
agent IN with the gangsters. Remember our earlier story about Bush and the Jacobs
family and their food and beverage concessions at stadiums all over the U.S. Jacobs'
firms were reportedly mafia-linked. Also, the monopoly press, linked financially with
sports events, like the Chicago Tribune and the TV Networks, are instrumentally
interwoven with criminals.

Richard J. Dennis reportedly bankrolls publications that seek to glamorize dope or puss
to legalize it. He reportedly is the money bags, in part, behind "Z Magazine". When
Oliver Stone's movie about the murder of President Kennedy, "JFK", was making a big
splash, Z Magazine ran a story condemning it as if it were a fairy tale. There is a lot the
way Z Magazine and an organization linked to it, operate, that seems to be a CIA
proprietary operation, functioning reportedly with CIA Foundation money. Is there an
overlap between Dennis, the soybean-dope business, and the American CIA? The
answer is most likely Yes.

The soybean-dope mess has been interwoven with massive operations in the Chicago
markets by the Red Chinese who have an armlock on the Chicago Board of Trade, the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, and the Chicago Board Options Exchange. Part of that is
through the elder Bush's brother, Prescott S. Bush, Jr. who is Chairman of the Board of
Directors of the United States of America-China Chamber of Commerce. Visit their
website: http://www.usccc.org Some contend Prescott is implicated in illicit transactions
by the Red Chinese through the Chicago markets. Remember: there have been
published accounts that Prescott Bush, Jr. has worked corrupt deals with the Japanese
mafia, the Yakuza, that is big with the dope trade through Chicago. The Yakuza owns
about 50 per cent of all the high-rise Chicago downtown buildings built in the 1980s.
More currently, the age-old foes, Red China and Japan are together when its come to
money laundering of criminal loot. George Herbert Walker Bush was part of the U.S.
liason to China.

Much of this is well-known to professional traders on the Chicago markets. Little, if any,
of this ever gets into the monopoly press.



Some of the Bush/Dennis/Fred Thompson reputed illicit transactions also reportedly
went through the Mexican bank with operations in the U.S., Grupo Financiero
Bancomer. In 1998, the bank pleaded guilty to U.S. criminal charges that the bank was a
dope money laundry. The bank has a white-wash explanation on their website:
http://www.bancomer.com That bank is interwoven with reputed criminal money laundry,
run by the Bronfman's, Bank of Montreal and their Chicago unit, Harris Bank. A major
owner along with the whiskey-soaked Bronfmans [who own Seagrams booze, reputed
gangster movie chain, Cineplex Odeon, and various entertainment entities in California
and elsewhere] has been U.S. Senator Peter Fitzgerald (R., Ill.). See our story about
this: "The Reputed Cocaine Bank Money Laundry Wizard".

As we have shown in this series, the Bush family has 25 or more secret accounts,
transacting billions of dollars under the direct coded supervision of Federal Reserve
dictator Alan Greenspan. And the bank in Tennessee is one of those, doing illicit
transactions reportedly jointly with Richard J. Dennis and U.S. Senator Fred Thompson.
You can understand now why Senator Thompson dragged his feet in supposedly
investigating campaign fund misdeeds. He was digging in an area where he would have
had to finger some banks, ending up holding up a mirror to himself and his own
criminality.

Note: we have shown that the Elder Bush has a joint account with the Queen of England
in the British-monarchy-owned Coutts Bank, London. And the royals are notoriously in
the dope traffic since the Opium Wars 150 years ago. One book points out how close
Bush is to Queen Elizabeth II:

"When George Bush was elected Vice President in 1980, Texas mystery man William
("Will") Stamps Farish III took over the management of all of George Bush's personal
wealth in a 'blind trust'. Known as one of the richest men in Texas, Will Farish keeps his
business affairs under the most intense secrecy. Only the source of his wealth is
known,not its employment. Will Farish has long been Bush's closest friend and
confidante. He is also the unique private host to Britain's Queen Elizabeth II. Farish
owns and boards the studs which mate with the Queen's mares. That is her rationale
when she comes to America and stays in Farish's house. It is a vital link in the mind of
our Anglophile President." "George Bush, the Unauthorized Biography", by Webster
Griffin Tarpley and Anton Chaikin, 1992, paperback edition, page 46. More is coming to
this series.

Stay tuned.


